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Mission

Our Vision

“To cherish the collections,
buildings and gardens
entrusted to us, presenting
and interpreting them as
a stimulus for learning,
a provocation to curiosity
and a source of inspiration
and enjoyment for all”.

Our vision is for York Museums Trust to play a major part in positioning
York as a world class cultural centre.

Our Headline Priorities
Headline priorities for the coming years continue to be:
›	
Deliver the York Castle Museum major capital project, including
collection and storage rationalisation, and develop the Castle area
as a cultural quarter.
› E xcellent, high profile programming, including strategic York Museums
Trust led events to attract visitors to York and high quality exhibitions
at York Art Gallery.
› E xpanding Enterprises and fundraising activities, building on success,
becoming a more business-like charity and increasing resilience.
“Absolutely love the Viking exhibition.
Loads of information on various
hoards and the history of the
Viking settlements.”
TripAdvisor Review
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›	
Ensuring a 21st century Visitor Experience, pro-actively engaging visitors
to sites and online.
› I mproving York’s and York Museums Trust’s profile through local,
regional and international leadership, partnership and delivering on all
expectations of key stakeholders.
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Chair’s Foreword

York Museums Trust
York Museums Trust is an independent
charity founded in 2002 to be responsible
for York Castle Museum, York Art Gallery, the
Yorkshire Museum, York Museum Gardens and
York St Mary’s on behalf of City of York Council.
All Designated as nationally important,
York Museums Trust collections cover
archaeology, natural history, social history,
costume and textile, military, and art including
the world’s largest collection of British studio
ceramics.

York Museums Trust is a registered Charity and
company limited by guarantee.

It gives me great pleasure to present this report on the work of
York Museums Trust for the financial year 2017-18.

York Museums Trust welcomes in excess of
500,000 visitors across our three main sites
annually, with an estimated 1.7 million annual
visitors to York Museum Gardens.

It has been a year of positive change: the Board of Trustees acquired new
members with a very varied range of skills and experience to help steer
York Museums Trust over the next few years and a new senior management
team with responsibilities suited to a more outward-looking organisation
is now in place to drive forward the headline priorities. There has been a
deliberate effort to increase the range and variety of our public offerings, and
this year my personal favourite was the visit by Sir David Attenborough to
York to open Jurassic World in the Yorkshire Museum.
This is my last year as Chairman of the Board of Trustees. Prior to taking over
the Chair I was a Trustee for five years. It has been a fascinating eleven years,
and a huge privilege to have worked with wonderful staff and fellow Trustees
in such an exciting and stimulating organisation. To all of them I am extremely
grateful, and wish them well for the future particularly as I hand over to
James Grierson my successor.

All the museums occupy listed buildings and
and we look after two Scheduled Monuments.
The museums managed by the Trust have been
awarded Full Accreditation with the Arts Council
England’s Accreditation Scheme and we are a
National Portfolio Organisation.
“…like all good regional museums,
[Yorkshire Museum] illuminates
the area in which the citizens of this
great city live. It should be one of the
great treasures of their municipal life.”

Professor Sir John Lawton CBE FRS
Chairman, York Museums Trust

Sir David Attenborough
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A year of… Excellence

…and ambition

York Museums Trust has really delivered on its ambitions for excellent
exhibitions and events which has encouraged more visitors to our popular
attractions. We offered a vibrant programme at York Art Gallery with
exhibitions such as Albert Moore: Of Beauty and Aesthetics, Picasso:
Ceramics from the Attenborough Collection and Paul Nash and the
Uncanny Landscape: Curated by John Stezaker. At the Yorkshire Museum,
two fantastic exhibitions revealed York’s long history to a wider audience
– Viking: Rediscover the Legend and Yorkshire’s Jurassic World, opened
by Sir David Attenborough. In both of these we experimented and
innovated with the best digital technology to bring past worlds to life.
At York Castle Museum, Chocolate: York’s Sweet Past revisited York’s
manufacturing history.

Perhaps our most ambitious priority is the
redevelopment of York Castle Museum. Working
with City of York Council, significant progress has
been made on the Castle Gateway regeneration
and the redevelopment plans. We have worked
with many local groups and the wider public
to make sure our plans for York Castle Museum
reflect people’s aspirations for this important
place. Using external funding, staff have now
been allocated to the project and we have begun
to bring delivery partners on board. We continue
to work in partnership with City of York Council,
English Heritage and others to develop this
historic quarter into a fantastic revitalised place.

The Eboracum Roman Festival proved as popular as ever in York Museum
Gardens. We also continued into our final year of the four-year Heritage
Lottery Funded events and engagement programme focussed on
remembering the First World War which included the major exhibition
1914: When the World Changed Forever. The project has had over 105,000
participants with over 1.2 million visitors.
“York art gallery has done it again
with a terrific exhibition of ceramics
by Picasso supported by other
ceramic artists.”

These ambitious successes have been made
possible with funding from Arts Council
England, City of York Council, Heritage Lottery
Fund, other stakeholders, local supporters and
members, visitors and the expertise of our
staff and volunteers. Thank you all for your
contribution to the work of York Museums Trust.
Reyahn King
Chief Executive, York Museum Trust

TripAdvisor Review
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A year of… Increased audiences and participation
506,085

1,700,000

148

75

Visitors engaged with our attractions

Visitors to York Museum Gardens

Events across all sites

Wedding celebrations

287,626

13,875

Visitors to York Castle Museum

Visitors to York St Mary’s

120,630

130,000

Visitors to the Yorkshire Museum

Children and young people made free visits

2,691

31,296

Visited Yorkshire’s Jurassic World
in the opening weekend.

School visits

“This morning I’m back at the
Yorkshire Museum it has
one of the best dinosaur
exhibitions I’ve seen!”
York Museums Trust volunteers have contributed…

17,989

1,870

Hours in twelve months

Hours behind the scenes in
generic roles across the sites

8,493
Hours at York Castle Museum

4,300
Hours at the Yorkshire Museum

3,326

TripAdvisor Review

+
2,154
Visitor-facing activities delivered
across all sites

Hours at the York Art Gallery

83,954
Visitors to York Art Gallery
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A year of… Continued success
Yorkshire’s Jurassic World was opened on 23 March 2018 by Sir David
Attenborough to great acclaim. Sir David made some memorable comments
about the exhibition and the value of England’s regional museums more
generally which we have captured on film on YouTube and via Arts Council
England. The exhibition was made possible thanks to the kind support of
DCMS/Wolfston Galleries Improvement Fund, Garfield Weston Foundation
and the Yorkshire Philosophical Society..

Over 5,000 free visits were made to our venues
during York Residents Festival 27/28 January
2018. A further 2,800 YMT Festival free visits
were made on the weekend of 24/25 June 2017.

“I visited this wonderful exhibition in
August and won’t forget it!! It was
simply amazing and perfectly done!!
Thank you for showing everyone
how beautiful history is.”
TripAdvisor Review

We had over 130,000 visits by children and
young people against our target of 110,000.
We measure and encourage the improved
diversity of our staff through recruitment and
it continues to shift positively such that over
9% of our staff are from non-white British
backgrounds (compared to York average of 6%).
We have improved the diversity of our Board
significantly.

“An excellent museum, with splendid
displays and marvellous objects”
Sir David Attenborough,
visit to the Yorkshire Museum,
23 March 2018.
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A year of… Recognition
It was a year for celebration as we continue to
be recognised with awards that celebrate all
that the Trust has to offer. These achievements
endorse all the hard work that goes on behind
the scenes of our organisation and highlight that
our museums and galleries are outstanding and
show imagination, innovation and excellence.

York Castle Museum

Yorkshire Museum

Best Attraction

Excellence in Media Arts

Best Christmas Experience

VR by DCLabs and York Museums Trust
for Viking: Rediscover the Legend.

Little Vikings Awards

Little Vikings Awards

York Culture Awards

“We were delighted that York Castle Museum
won the Best Christmas Experience
Little Vikings Award 2018. With festive
activities, a fun Father Christmas
and a sprinkle of Victorian Christmas
magic, it’s no wonder that it has
become a Christmas tradition
for so many families.”
Polly Bennett, Little Vikings

Blunt Prize

The British Numismatic Society.

York Art Gallery
Visitor Attraction of the Year

Awarded to Dr Andrew Woods, Senior Curator,
Yorkshire Museum, for contributions to the
study and interpretation of numismatics.

York Tourism Awards 2017

Certificate of
Special Commendation

European Museum of the Year Award
(EMYA) 2017

York Museum Gardens
Gold Award

Yorkshire in Bloom

The gallery was one of only five museums to
have received the Commendation out of the
46 nominees from 24 countries. York Art Gallery
was the only British museum to be shortlisted
for the awards
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A year of… Partnerships
York Museums Trust has worked in partnership with national and international
museums to bring spectacular loans and fascinating tours to York.
We have also worked with academics, local community groups and schools,
offering a platform to share their stories and work with our collections.

Exhibitions at…

York Art Gallery
Albert Moore: Of Beauty and Aesthetics ran from April to October 2017.
It was delivered in partnership with the Museum de Buitenplaats in Holland,
giving this renowned York artist international exposure.
Aesthetica Art Prize Exhibition opened in May 2017 and was delivered in
partnership with Aesthetica magazine. This international competition brought
art from all over the world to York and the quality of the exhibition goes from
strength to strength.
Picasso Ceramics from the Attenborough Collection ran from July to
November 2017 in Centre of Ceramic Art (CoCA) and was the result of a
partnership with Leicester Museums Service.
Marinella Senatore was commissioned to produce a work which was shown
from September 2017 to May 2018 as a modern reimagining of the Evelyn
Award, an historic award inviting artists to portray York. For her project,
Senatore worked with 14 community groups to produce a a new film
showcasing the city’s creativity.
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In CoCA, the Anthony Shaw space was redisplayed by Per Inge Bjørlo and
opened on 1 March 2018.

York Castle Museum
An exhibition about Lawrence Rowntree was mounted by the Rowntree
Society, closely linked with the First World War and chocolate themes.
A new exhibition, York Art Fusion, opened in May, featuring responses by local
artists to the First World War, using original letters and other sources.
In the 1960s gallery we opened York Out of the Closet: 50 Years of
LGBT History. This has been curated by a team of volunteers, including
representatives of three York charities: York LGBT History Month, York Pride,
and York LGBT Forum.

Yorkshire Museum
Viking: Rediscover the Legend opened in May 2017 in partnership with the
British Museum. The exhibition then toured to the University of Nottingham
Museum in the Djanogly Arts Centre and the Southport Museum. The success
of our partnership with the British Museum on this exhibition has resulted
in the Museum’s curatorial team being consulted on how to model other
such shows, and being part of a review of partnership projects for the British
Museum with other organisations.

Research

Viking: Rediscover the Legend
The Viking Virtual Reality project, in partnership with
University of York’s DC Labs, won the Excellence in Media
Arts category in the York Culture Awards and received
international media recognition for its reconstruction of
Torksey Viking Camp

Jurassic: Yorkshire’s Jurassic World
Palaeontologists Mike Boyd and Dean Lomax from The University of
Manchester worked with York Museums Trust to carry out research on
part of the skeleton of a 180 million-year-old pregnant ichthyosaur. It
was suspected that the skeleton held the remains of between six and eight
tiny embryos between its ribs; only five ichthyosaur specimens from Britain
have ever been found with embryos and none with this many. Following the
research, they were able to confirm this and the specimen is now a star attraction
in the exhibition, Yorkshire’s Jurassic World.
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A year of… Support and enthusiasm
York Castle Museum

Yorkshire Museum

York Museum Gardens

York Art Gallery

“If you only see one York museum, make it
this one.”

“A must see if you enjoy archaeology
and have kids that love dinosaurs.”

“The re-constructed Victorian street is
one of the coolest things I have seen in a
museum. Very interactive, and great fun.”

“Simply brilliant, the displays are first class.”

“These gardens are so well kept. An oasis in
the city. They are pleasantly laid out and
wonderful to stroll around. The gardeners
should be commended for their work as
they really do a fine job.”

“Knock out ceramics displays, with Centre
of Ceramic Art in light and airy rooms; star
attraction during a very interesting visit
was the Anthony Shaw space quite unlike
anything I have seen before.”

“Beside the river with Roman walls and
gorgeous trees and flowers, this is heaven
in summer, so pretty and well maintained,
a credit to the city.”

“Picasso Ceramics Exhibition – What a
wonderful exhibition and experience!
The entire gallery is excellent,
so much to see beautifully
created.”

“I cannot recommend York Castle Museum
highly enough. Whether you are a family,
couple or solo traveller, and no matter
what age are you are, it will be a brilliant
experience, with heaps of highly accessible
and insightful information and lots of
wonders to see.”
“Fabulous, eclectic museum – you will
be amazed and delighted! Wow! We
have been to museums from Cairo to
St. Petersburg, Chicago to Beijing, San
Pablo to Anchorage, and many, many
places in between. York Castle Museum
takes your breath away, with its diversity
and quality. This museum is great for kids,
adults, history nuts, or anyone who might
wonder in. Again, I’ll say it – WOW!”
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“The Yorkshire Museum can encapsulate
an entire day – so plan accordingly – not
to be missed nor to be rushed through.
The extent of displays is well worth a
leisurely stroll!”
“Fantastic place to take children as it’s
fun, interactive and just has amazing local
facts and artefacts to look at. I have been
a few times and discovered new things on
every visit so it never gets boring.”

16,401
children attended school workshops

14,895

24,750
Active YMT Card holders
(14,000 whom are York Residents)

children attended self-led school visits
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A year of… Collaboration
Over the last year, York Museums Trust has had the support of 449 regularly
active volunteers who contribute greatly in creating a fantastic visitor
experience, taking them into the past and immersing them in a world of
knowledge and amazement.
York Museums Trust has arranged an event for partners to review the
York Museums Trust led ‘Health & Wellbeing York’ project.

“Hearty thanks to all the organisers,
volunteers, re-enactors, authors and
speakers for a splendidly enjoyable
weekend of all things Roman in beautiful,
vibrant York!”
Facebook Comment

The Chief Executive, Reyahn King is chair of the York Cultural Leaders Group
and is leading the CLG in delivery of a Culture Strategy for York. She is also on
the York Visitor Economy Steering Group and York Mediale Steering Group
working towards the Mediale festival in 2018.
The Eboracum Roman Festival 2017 saw York Museums Trust working
in partnership with Lanpro, with thanks to Roman Bath Museum,
Roman Tours Ltd, Owl Adventures, The National Trust,
Asparagus Green Catering, Make it York, City of York Council
and the University of York.
We continue to work with City of York Council and English Heritage on
our ambitious York Castle Museum regeneration so that our plans work to
enhance and complement the wider vision for the Castle Gateway area.
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A year of… Sharing our collections

“I thought this exhibition was really
innovative when I visited. Brilliant to
see VR Tech and museums coming
together. Really well done!”
Twitter User

Digital

Loans

We are one of the small number of UK based
heritage organisations to offer fully openly
licensed content (including high resolution
assets) of its collections items to fully promote
access and engagement.

Awareness of CoCA has continued to increase through international loans. Eight studio pottery pieces
were loaned to Yale Centre for British Art, USA and Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge for Things of Beauty
Growing: British Studio Pottery in 2017.

20,068

Since beginning its tour in Nottingham in November 2017, Viking: Rediscover the Legend exhibition,
has been seen by nearly 40,000 people. With loans from the Yorkshire Museum, including the York Helmet
and The Vale of York Viking Hoard, our collections are being seen and enjoyed by people from across the UK
and re-establishing the national importance York’s Viking history.

High resolution images produced through
York Museums Trust’s digitisation programme

74,997,559
Page views of our collections on Wikipedia.
Currently approximately 2 million page
views per month.

18,081
Page views on the Art UK site
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A year of… Sharing our knowledge
Museum Development Yorkshire

The Portable Antiquities Scheme

Museum Development Yorkshire is part of York Museums Trust, funded by Arts Council England, to provide advice and support for museums in Yorkshire and the Humber.

Rebecca Griffiths, Finds Liaison Officer for the Portable Antiquities Scheme, continues to be based
at the Yorkshire Museum. On average Rebecca is in contact with 300 people a month. The vast
majority are metal detectorists reporting finds, but she also liaises with land owners, gardeners
and walkers who have objects to report. Some of the Yorkshire Museum’s star objects have been
found through metal detecting and the post is a vital link between enthusiasts and museums.
From April 2017 – March 2018, 2,333 objects were recorded, with 43 declared as treasure.

93%

650

89%

Of regional museums receive support from
Museum Development Yorkshire

Training opportunities provided for staff and
volunteers

Of museums say their collections are better
cared for following support from Museum
Development Yorkshire

100%

95%

Of the museums say that Museum Development
Yorkshire met their development needs

Of the museums say that Museum Development
Yorkshire improved their organisation

7,000

Volunteers reached through the
Northern Museums Volunteers Pass scheme

£122,000

150

100%

Was secured for regional museums with support
from Museum Development Yorkshire

Museums take part in the Northern Museums
Volunteer Pass scheme.
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55

Of the museums state that Museum
Development Yorkshire is better than any other
support provider

Grants were made to regional museums

Museums were supported to meet Accreditation
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The below are treasures that were originally reported to the scheme, and acquired
by the Yorkshire Museum:
Selby Tau pendant
Religious pendant, in the shape of Greek letter Tau. Beautifully decorated
and would have originally contained a relic of some form.
Carthorpe mount
Gold and garnet early medieval mount.
Scrayingham finger ring
Gold Anglian finger-ring, unparalleled in collection.
Whorlton finger ring
Tudor/Stuart gold ring with inscription ‘Live that you may live’
in Latin.
Kexby Mount
Silver and gold mount with stylised bird decoration.
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100-PAGE MAGAZINE
Sole survivor keeps
shoe crafting alive

York Museums Trust
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A year of… PR headlines
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Tony Pulis:
‘The biggest
challenge
of my life’
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looks at
Eighties
racism
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News

Springing into
action with lamb

TELEVISION
legend Sir David
Attenborough
indulged himself
in his childhood
fascination with
dinosaurs on a trip
to the ancient city
of York.
The 91-year-old
naturalist and
television presenter
formally opened
a major exhibition
at the Yorkshire
Museum, Jurassic
World, and
described what
he had seen as
“thrilling”.
Sir David toured
the spectacular
show before
meeting local
children, and spoke
enthusiastically
about new
technology that
is giving visitors
an immersive
experience.
Full story
– Page 3

Yorkshire

National

UK Today

Crime

Education

Health

Drivers

WINDLESTONE Hall fraudster William Davenport will
serve an extra 18 months in
jail after failing to pay back
money that was ordered to
be confiscated from him, The
Northern Echo has learnt.
Davenport, who claimed
to be a US tycoon in order

UK Today

Crime

Education

Health

£1.90 (£1.52 to subscribers)

EXCLUSIVE
CLAIRE WILDE

CRIME CORRESPONDENT

■Email: claire.wilde@jpress.co.uk
■Twitter: @ClaireWildeYP

THE DEADLY threat posed by
terrorists in Yorkshire and across
the UK shows no sign of abating
after an “unprecedented” year,
the regional head of counter-terror policing has warned.
Speaking exclusively to The
Yorkshire Post, Detective Chief
Superintendent Martin Snowden
said the “scale and pace” of terrorism had changed, with more
lone attackers armed with lowtech weapons such as knives and
cars.
Armed police yesterday killed
a gunman who shot dead three
people in the French town of
Trebes, pledging allegiance to the
so-called Islamic State (IS) group.
Meanwhile, Parsons Green
Tube bomber Ahmed Hassan,
whose device injured 51 when it
partially exploded on a carriage
in September, was jailed for life.
Det Chief Supt Snowden said in
a 12-month period that had seen
ﬁve attacks on UK soil, his unit’s
workload had been about a third
higher than normal and he was
“fully expecting” it to stay at this
heightened level for some time.

Umar Hussain, a rising star in the film industry, is due to attend the opening of Yorkshire’s Jurassic World
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Umar Hussain, a rising star in the film industry, is due to attend the opening of Yorkshire’s Jurassic World

stuart.arnold@nne.co.uk
to secure a mortgage on the
30-bedroomed Grade II*-listed Windlestone Hall, in Rushyford, County Durham, has

The Northern Echo front page

now been accused by police
of trying to hide financial assets belonging to him.
The 61-year-old, described
by police as a real life Walter
Mitty, was jailed for six years
in 2016 for fraud after securing a mortgage from Barclays by falsely claiming he

was earning £430,000 a year.
He was assisted by daughter Meagan and wife Ann,
who prosecutors described as
being complicit in the scam.
Last month The Northern
Echo revealed how Meagan is
now living in California and
Continued on Page 2

Twitter: @yorkshirepost

UMAR Hussain - who is making a name for himself in the film industry - is returning to his Yorkshire roots for a special
assignment.
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UMAR Hussain - who is making a name for himself in the film industry - is returning to his Yorkshire roots for a special
assignment.

The Telegraph and Argus

TODAY’S WEATHER
Mostly dry,
but it will be
rather cloudy.

The Yorkshire Post
Saturday Magazine cover

INSIDE
BEDROOMS NOW
TRAINING CAMPS
FOR TERROR
NEWS: PAGE 6

COMMENT: PAGE 14
OPINION: PAGE 15
He said: “The past 12 months,
since the ﬁrst attack in March last
year, has been an extraordinary,
unprecedented year with challenging demands for counter-terrorism policing.”
This increase in counter-terrorist activity was being seen
“across the board”, from the
number of people referred to the
Government’s
anti-radicalisation Prevent programme to the
number of people arrested for
terror oﬀences, he said.
Across the country, a total of
600 investigations are running
into 3,000 individuals, with a further 20,000 people ﬂagged as being of concern.
But Det Chief Supt Snowden
insisted his West Yorkshirebased unit had the resources it

needed to match the threat, saying other counter-terror units
across the country oﬀered support when it was needed.
By the same token, he said,
his oﬃcers had helped in the investigations into the attacks on
Manchester Arena, Westminster
Bridge and London’s Borough
Market, which claimed a total of
35 innocent lives.
Det Chief Supt Snowden said
armed police oﬃcers would continue to be a common sight in
crowded places as they “work as
hard as we can to keep the public safe”.
Dr Afshin Shahi, a senior lecturer at the University of Bradford’s peace studies department,
said the UK’s heightened terror
threat had to be seen in a wider
global context, in which events
in the Middle East had an eﬀect
in places as far away as Yorkshire.
Dr Shahi said IS “and its propaganda machine” had long been
encouraging its followers to
spread terror using low-tech
weaponry such as knives or cars.
But he said the threat posed
by IS had now changed beyond
recognition since its territories
in Iraq and Syria collapsed and
“thousands and thousands of foreign ﬁghters” returned to their
home countries.

Brieﬁng

Oﬃcessearched
inFacebookprobe

Pressuregrows
tohalttree-felling

JURASSIC
LARK
Sir David Attenborough is
pictured with an animated
computer-generated
dinosaur as he oﬃcially
opens a Jurassic World
attraction at the Yorkshire
Museum in York. Yorkshire’s
Jurassic World combines
signiﬁcant collections with
the latest technology.
PICTURE: DANNY LAWSON/PA

SEE PAGE 3

EU pledges an ‘unprecedented’
diplomatic response to attack

EU LEADERS have promised an
“unprecedented” diplomatic response to the Salisbury nerve
agent attack after backing Theresa May’s assertion that Russia was
to blame.
At the end of the two-day summit in Brussels, European Council President Donald Tusk said
the recall of the EU’s ambassador
to Moscow for “consultations”
would be followed by further action by member states.
The reaction from the EU came
as the British diplomats thrown
out by the Kremlin returned to
the UK.
In an indication of a possible
escalation in the EU response,
French President Emmanuel Macron said France and Germany
would be among the countries

The Yorkshire Post front page
Full forecast: Back Page

Yorkshire Post 0113 243 2701
£1.90 ISSN 0963-1496
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TECHNOLOGY: A squad of 18
oﬃcers for the Information
Commission was last night
searching the premises of
Cambridge Analytica in central
London after a High Court
judge granted a warrant amid
claims that people’s Facebook
data may have been illegally
acquired and used for political
campaigns.
Full story: Page 2.

ENVIRONMENT: Political
pressure is mounting on
Sheﬃeld Council over its
tree-felling saga with Labour
leader Jeremy Corbyn now
understood to support calls
for the work to be halted and
Environment Secretary
Michael Gove warning
of potential Government
intervention.
Full story: Page 8.

taking “co-ordinated measures”
against Russia, with an announcement due “very shortly”.
Irish premier Leo Varadkar
said Dublin would be conducting
a “security assessment”, with a
decision early next week on possible “individual action relating to
Russian diplomats in Ireland”.
Latvia’s Foreign Minister
Edgars Rinkevics joined Lithuania in suggesting his country
could follow Britain’s lead and
“decide on the expulsion of Russian secret service employees
working under diplomatic cover”.
The moves came after leaders issued a statement supporting the UK’s assessment that
it was “highly likely” Moscow
was responsible for the attack
on former double agent Sergei

32
FRAUD:
William
Davenport

Skripal and his daughter Yulia,
and that there was “no plausible
alternative explanation”.
It represented a signiﬁcant
hardening of the EU’s position after foreign ministers issued a statement earlier this week expressing
solidarity with the UK, while stopping short of blaming Russia.
Mrs May, who set out Britain’s
case against the Kremlin over dinner on Thursday night, welcomed
the strong recognition of the
threat Russia posed to their collective security. She said that in the
run-up to the summit, Britain had
been sharing what information it
could through “intelligence channels” as it sought to make the case
for Russian responsibility.
Door opens for trade
negotiations: Page 4.

1G M

Organisation (DIO) said in a letter to
the Lake District National Park
Authority this week that the cables
would jeopardise an essential part of
training for helicopter and fast-jet
pilots. “The Lake District is used by
both experienced crews and students
undertaking basic fast-jet training, advanced flying training and those from
the Defence Helicopter School. Activity stands to be severely affected, with
impacts recognised in safety, cost, efficiency and output.”
Conservationists say that miles of
metal cable strung across the reservoir
would scar one of England’s most beautiful landscapes. Treetop Trek, an outdoor adventure company, proposed
two sets of four zip lines that would take

Activists say the wires would scar one
of England’s most beautiful landscapes

thrillseekers back and forth across the
water in both directions, from a height
of 130 metres.
Critics say that the expected whoops
and screams of the tourists would ruin
the valley’s tranquillity. Natural En-

gland said the scheme was incompatible with the national park’s duty to protect and enhance the environment.
The directors of Treetop Trek, who
operate similar zip lines in north Wales
and near Windermere, submitted the
planning application in November.
The national park authority will issue
an interim decision on Wednesday.
The Environment Agency said it had
no objections and the Cumbria Chamber of Commerce and Cumbria Tourism have both expressed support for the
development. Opponents include three
parish councils, Cumbria county
council, the National Trust and the
Friends of the Lake District, a charity.
The scheme has also spawned a dedicated opposition group called Zip Off.
DANNY LAWSON/PA

John Stezaker, how would
you describe the influence
of the surreal and the
uncanny in your work?

Reflections
on Picasso
ceramics
York Art Gallery employee
Lauren Masterman is
reflectedinadisplaycabinet
during a preview for the new
exhibition, Picasso:
Ceramics from the
Attenborough Collection.
The collection showcases
highlights from Lord
Richard Attenborough’s
collection; the most
significant private
collection of Picasso
ceramics in the UK.
Lord and Lady
Attenborough began
collecting ceramics by
Picasso in 1954 and
continued to do so for more
than 50 years.
Picture: PA.

The Mail on Sunday
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Courier
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Cocktails
and

diazepam spell
trouble for mum
COURT: Prescription medicine and drinks
lead to bust-up at 18th birthday celebration
graham brown

Defence solicitor Nick Markowski
said McIntosh did not normally drink

A lifetime community of
learning and inspiration

shabnam
wasim

university, we taught Sir
James Black, a Nobel Prizewinning scientist known for
his discovery of the
beta-blocker.
Duncan of Jordanstone
College of Art and Design was
home to Albert Watson, a
Scottish photographer well
known for his fashion,
celebrity and art photography.
His work is featured in
galleries and museums
worldwide, and he has shot
over 100 covers of Vogue
around the world, as well as
40 covers of Rolling Stone
magazine since the
mid-1970s.
Although he didn’t study
music here in Dundee,
concentrating instead on
English Language and
Literature, musician Gary
Lightbody formed the band
Snow Patrol in Dundee.
The Alumni &
Development office helps
alumni stay in touch with one
another and with the
university. It is in contact with

nearly 60,000 Dundee
graduates in more than 100
countries. Our alumni
support the university in
many ways, from generously
donating their time and
expertise to giving gifts,
which can change lives.
Once you walk off that stage
in the Caird Hall, your time as
a student has come to an end.
But your relationship with
Dundee doesn’t end at
graduation.
We aim to maintain a
lifelong connection with our
alumni – to hear of your
successes, to keep you
updated with the latest
developments within the
university and city, and to
inspire future generations of
students.
l Shabnam Wasim is an
alumna of the university. With
a background in anatomy
and human identification,
she understands the
importance for researchers
and academics to engage with
the community.

The Guide, Guardian

AlumnifromDundeeUniversity
are spread across the world,
working in every area, and
includeNobelPrizewinnersand
Turner Prize winners.
From the science and
medicine side of the

of course, Nash. There’s something,
I hope, in the selection of my own
collages for the exhibition I’m curating
at York Art Gallery (‘Nash and the
Uncanny Landscape’) that connects
with his idea of the ‘pursuit of the
mystery of clarity’ – the relationship
with the exposed and knowable world,
as opposed to the sublime world of the
previous century’s landscape tradition.
At its best, the surreal is disturbing,
but sometimes, when it indulges itself
too much in a free play of automatism,
it becomes quite the opposite. When
I am making my work, I need to allow
myself to be distracted. I tend to
work late at night when the system
of consciousness is at its minimum.
It’s about somehow subverting my
own conscious intentions. I gave up
painting in my first year of college
and participated in some of the
conceptualist shows, but, in the end,
I found conceptualism too limiting as
well. My work now is completely the
opposite. It follows the image rather
than the concept. The concept gets in
the way. Over the years I’ve collected
thousands of pictorial books, from
which I work, and a large collection of
photographic and film material as well.
At its best, a work creates itself.
If I have a habitual place to work, like
a desk, I’ll do anything but work there.
My wife says I always end up on the
kitchen table. I try to avoid habits. I’m
often pursuing certain ideas, but it’s
the moment I digress from those ideas
that things happen. The sifting and
sorting process itself throws things up.
Something starts to stir and I realise,
‘Ah, it’s that part of the image that
interests me the most.’ So then

cutting occurs and, after the cutting,
the fragments float around for a bit.
Sometimes they find partners,
sometimes they don’t. It’s quite
haphazard, but there is an order to the
chaos. Sometimes, the incessancy of it
all overwhelms me and I think, ‘What
on earth am I doing?’ Then there are
moments of clarity, when things shine
through, and it all seems worthwhile.
My filing system just consists of
piles, really. There are groupings of
images in which I find a mysterious
affinity; they just seem to belong
together. These go in folios and await
some magic moment in which they
find unification. Collage is the only way
I’ve found of maintaining that knife
edge between consciousness and
unconsciousness, chance and order.
I came into the world in a period
of euphoria – the war was over – but
there was also an undercurrent, which
is probably what I’m exploring in my
work, of something darker and more
disturbing. My generation believed
the Cold War was going to finish us all
off. [The philosopher Edmund] Burke
defines the sublime as ‘tranquillity
tinged with terror’ and I think this is
true of the uncanny too. The uncanny
is a 20th-century miniaturisation
of that grander sense of the sublime.
The sublime was about vastness
and the unknowability of the world,
the mystery, the endlessness of
everything. The equivalent sense
of the uncanny, opened up by Nash,
is to do with something much smaller,
a kind of subversion within the
knowable. In a way, that makes it
all the more terrifying.
Interview by Anna McNay
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Maryse Godden

Cuts to funding for forensic science
work are heightening the risk of miscarriages of justice, an official watchdog has warned.
Gillian Tully, the forensic science
regulator, highlighted growing concern
over wrongful convictions or evidence
being missed, in her annual report. Dr
Tully said scientists had been required
to give advice based on interim reports
because some police forces refused to
pay for statements admissable in court.
“The more pressure you put on
people, the less time they have to spend
on their actual work, the more you raise
the risk of errors,” she said. “The worst
case is that there are miscarriages of
justice, either through the wrong person being convicted or through justice
being denied to somebody because, for
example, the evidence wasn’t found
when it should have been.”
She is calling for new statutory standards to cover all bodies providing evidence within the criminal justice
system. She said that forensic science
services within police forces would be
“unsustainable” if standards were not
achieved owing to “insufficient priority” being accorded by police leaders.
Debbie Simpson, the National Police
Chiefs’ Council spokeswoman on forensic science, admitted that chief constables were having to make hard decisions but were committed to improving
confidence in the justice system.
“Forces continue to develop in-house
solutions and work with the private sector to deliver the highest possible quality of forensic services,” she added.

Thomas Conlin
Circle of life A 170 million-year-old ammonite fossil is among hundreds of pieces selected for a Jurassic exhibition opening in March at Yorkshire Museum in York

Half of Ofcom breaches are from
religious and ethnic broadcasters
Matthew Moore Media Correspondent
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Rural cash
machines on
the decline

PORTRAIT: PHOTO BY CARLA BOREL. GARDEN I: © JOHN STEZAKER. COURTESY THE APPROACH, LONDON. PHOTO BY FXP PHOTOGRAPHY
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Above: John Stezaker
at work; below: John
Stezaker, Garden I, 2016.
‘Nash and the Uncanny
Landscape’ is showing at
York Art Gallery from 20
October to 15 April 2018.
yorkartgallery.org.uk

DAN JARVIS has been nominated
as Labour’s candidate to run for
Sheﬃeld City Region mayor in a
move which will force him to quit
as an MP – or have a row with his
party.
The former soldier suggested
he could attempt to defy a new
Labour ruling that he cannot
be both Barnsley Central MP
and mayor if he wins the May 3
election, setting up a clash with
the party’s high command.
Labour’s ruling body on
Tuesday passed a motion stating
that MPs should not hold more
than one full-time elected public
oﬃce, but Mr Jarvis has always
said he would like to combine the
two jobs.
One Yorkshire hopes raised:
Page 12.

Lake District zip wires a threat to our pilots, says MoD Justice at
risk by cuts
to forensics
Plans to run zip wires over the Thirlmere reservoir in the Lake District
National Park would threaten fighter
pilots who use the skies above the park
to practise low-level flying, the Ministry of Defence has said.
Supporters said zip wires would
create 53 jobs and add £600,000 a year
to the economy by attracting tourists all
year round. It would be the highest and
longest zip wire in the UK if approved
by the national park authority, but the
scheme has faced stiff opposition from
conservationists including Natural
England and the National Trust.
The MoD’s Defence Infrastructure

My work is often described as
‘uncanny’ and I’m a bit ambiguous
about this, but it does, I suppose,
describe a certain quality that I pursue.
When I was a teenager I painted like
an Expressionist. My favourite artist
was Van Gogh but, peripherally,
I kept being nudged by the Giorgio
de Chirico and Paul Nash paintings in
the Tate Gallery. I felt they came from
the same, rather alienated, vantage
point. It took me a while to absorb
that influence, but Nash led the way
to my first encounter with Surrealism.
What I appreciate most about Nash
is that he brought that strange sense of
unreality to the actual encounter with
the real world, as opposed to some sort
of inner world. He loved the work of
de Chirico and of Magritte but the
worlds that they represented were
very much dream worlds, whereas
Nash always focused on what was there
in front of him – and I felt a stronger
bond with that. With his First World
War paintings, Nash quite literally
overturned the pastoral landscape of
the British watercolour tradition – it’s
all mashed up, exploded, the trees are
fragmented and the world is destroyed.
But the Dymchurch phase of his work
opened up a much bleaker space for
me. ‘Uncanny’ is an understatement
here. It’s more like a kind of horror,
horror vacui, that emptiness.
Most people know my work through
things that relate either to the face or
to film stills, but there is a significant
portion that addresses cityscapes and,
in the past few years, more paradisal
or sublime landscapes. That’s when
I started thinking more about English
interwar art – Bawden, Ravilious and,

Labour braced
for row over
Jarvis mayor bid
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Religious and ethnic-minority stations
account for nearly half of broadcasting
standards breaches, according to
figures that will fuel concerns about
harmful content on niche networks.
Christian televangelists who plug
their own products, alternative medicine experts making exaggerated claims
for treatments and an Islamic radio
station that broadcast a terrorist cleric’s
speeches are among those reprimanded
by the media regulator last year.
An analysis of 133 Ofcom rulings
found that 61 related to networks aimed
at religious or minority groups. This is
despite such stations accounting for
only a small fraction of total viewing
and listening in the UK.
Ofcom investigations into mainstream broadcasters such as the BBC,
ITV and Channel 4 for pre-watershed

The Times

swearing regularly generate press
attention but the findings against community stations are often missed
because of their small audiences.
Ofcom does not break down breach
figures by type of station, arguing that it
does not distinguish on the basis of
religion or ethnicity. In the past 12
months it ruled against:
6 An American pastor, Dr John MacArthur, who told listeners of Premier
Christian Radio that followers of other
faiths were “demon worshippers”;
6 The Islamic satellite TV station Ummah Channel for breaching impartiality rules by offering no alternative view
when guests said the Prevent antiextremism programme was “discredited” and the Trojan Horse plot in
Birmingham schools was a fabrication;
6 Bangla TV for inappropriately promoting the Labour candidate Rushanara Ali, now the Bethnal Green & Bow

MP, at the expense of rivals in the
general election;
6 An Afro-Caribbean radio station in
Birmingham for playing a song celebrating cannabis at 4.30pm. The lyrics
stated that, unlike cocaine, cannabis
did not harm users.
In other cases, community stations
were found to have breached broadcasting rules forbidding the promotion
of commercial products. Midlands
Asian Television was reprimanded for
inviting viewers to contact the host of
an astrology programme for a private
reading, while the Christian channel
Flow TV plugged materials from Creflo
Dollar Ministries, run by an American
televangelist pastor.
Some of the most serious breaches
relate to medical advice. Aastha TV,
aimed at an Indian audience, was reprimanded after a yoga and ayurvedic
medicine practitioner, Swami Ramdev-

ji, claimed that his therapies could lead
to patients no longer needing mainstream medical treatment.
Last month a Muslim radio station in
Nottingham was censured after an
Islamic scholar told a listener to ignore
the advice of non-Muslim doctors.
Ofcom can levy fines and withdraw
broadcasting licences but breaches are
usually dealt with through reprimands
and meetings with station executives.
In July, however, the regulator revoked the licence of the Muslim radio
station Iman FM for broadcasting 25
hours of lectures by Anwar al-Awlaki,
an al-Qaeda leader and recruiter. The
station, based in Sheffield, claimed it
aired the speeches by mistake.
The rulings are likely to be the tip of
the iceberg because Ofcom only investigates potential breaches if alerted by a
complaint or if concerns are raised during its routine monitoring of stations.

More than 200 communities across
Britain have limited or no access to
free-to-use cash machines and a plan to
reduce the fees paid by banks could
push the number up rapidly, according
to a consumer group report.
A proposal by Link, the network that
allows banks to access almost every
cash machine in the UK, to cut the cost
charged to banks would reduce profitability for machine operators.
Which? said that the move would
lead many operators to close machines
and has called on the Payment Systems
Regulator to review the plan.
The consumer group said that the
change could result in the loss of at least
10,000 free-to-use machines, affecting
rural areas the most. The group said in
a report that it was “concerned that
Link’s proposals are driven by pressure
from some banks to cut costs, rather
than focusing on the needs of consumers”.
Banks are charged about 25p per
withdrawal to maintain the network,
but Link plans to reduce this to 20p over
the next four years. Cardtronics, Britain’s largest ATM operator, told
Which? that it would have “no choice”
but immediately close a significant
number of cash machines if the cut
went ahead.
Link disagreed with the predicted
reduction in machines and said it
wanted to prevent an over-expansion
of ATMs as the use of cash declined.
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A year of… Events
Eboracum Roman Festival
Around 35,000 people came to see the Roman armies invade the ancient city
of York for the second Eboracum Roman Festival in June.
With military parades through the streets of York, best-selling authors,
a hunt for York’s Amphitheatre, and the unveiling the Wold Newton Hoard,
the largest hoard of its kind ever found in the North of Britain, the festival
continued to be a great success.

Restating Clay
In March 2018 York hosted the inaugural Restating Clay. This major two‑day
international ceramics conference was a complete sell-out, attracting
speakers and delegates from all over the world. The conference increased
membership of CoCA’s Subject Specialist Network by 43%.

York Proms
York Museum Gardens hosted the inaugural York Proms in the summer which
was a sell-out event. Plans are in place to make this an annual celebration in
the gardens.

BBC History Weekend
BBC History Weekend, featuring more than 25 events from leading
historians and authors, took place in November with events in both
the Yorkshire Museum and the Hospitium.

26

“Eboracum Roman
Festival 2017…
An amazing event,
brilliant atmosphere,
madly busy. Everyone
who organised this
deserves a medal.”
Twitter Comment
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What’s next?
York Museums Trust intends to continue to pursue its stated priorities in 2018/19 and this is reflected in the Operational Plan
for the period. Deliverables include:
›	Significant public consultation on the future plans for
York Castle Museum.

›	Partnerships with the British Museum, National Gallery,
Pallant House and Lakeland Arts Trust amongst others.

›	Continuing work on the York Castle Museum redevelopment
in partnership with City of York Council.

›	Extension of the health and wellbeing Culture
Commissioning Consortium for City of York Council to
improve the health and wellbeing of communities in York.

›	To continue to bring high quality exhibitions and events
to York.

“Simply brilliant, the displays are
first class, with well written and
not too long explanations,
and an interactive map showing
where certain artefacts were
found was very informative.
The display cabinets are
very well presented
with excellent lighting.”
TripAdvisor Review

›	Improved Enterprises activities focussing on venue hire
and retail.
›	Audience development plan.
›	Improving our fundraising abilities.
›	Increased innovation.
›	An environmental policy and strategy.
›	Improving our online collection information.
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Extracts from the Trustees report and audited
financial statements, year ended 31 March 2018

Note

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES

EXPENDITURE ON:

(Incorporating income and expenditure account)
For the year ended 31 March 2018

Raising Funds
Costs incurred by subsidiary
Note

General Funds
2018 (£)

Designated Funds
2018 (£)

Restricted Funds
2018 (£)

Total Funds
2018 (£)

Total funds
2017 (£)

INCOME FROM:
Charitable Activities
Income from charitable activities

2

3,017,700

—

69,825

3,087,525

2,868,763

Funding provided by City of York Council

6

407,000

—

1,000,000

1,407,000

605,366

Funding provided by Arts Council England

7

—

—

1,561,848

1,561,848

1,953,324

Charitable expenditure

6,723,831

7,691,320

6,723,831

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

5,009,401

1,529,510

2,227,559

8,766,470

7,737,779

105,350

(1,529,510)

562,084

(862,076)

(351,555)

(1,529,510)

562,084

(862,076)

(351,555)

Taxation charge

43,476

338,179

381,392

Other recognised gains/(losses):

121,031

268,154

Actuarial gain/(loss) on defined benefit scheme

TOTAL INCOME

30

10

Net income/(expenditure) before taxation

114,494

Interest receivable

4

4,276

—

—

4,276

2,567

5,114,751

—

2,789,643

7,904,394

7,386,224

1,013,948

7,691,320

—

Investments

1,075,150

2,227,559

—

1,306,658

—
2,227,559

6,537

1,384,535

—

1,529,510

294,703

—

1,075,150

1,529,510

5

—

Total funds
2017 (£)

3,934,251

3

1,384,535

Total Funds
2018 (£)

3,934,251

Other grants receivable
Income generated by subsidiary

Restricted Funds
2018 (£)

Total charitable expenditure

Donations and legacies
Other Trading Activities

Designated Funds
2018 (£)

Charitable expenditure

12

Net income/(expenditure) after taxation

Donations, Legacies and General Grants

General Funds
2018 (£)

—
105,350

—

610,000

—

610,000

(1,331,000)

Transfer between funds

25

(150,582)

534,304

(383,722)

—

—

NET MOVEMENT IN FUNDS

(45,232)

(385,206)

178,362

(252,076)

(1,682,555)

RECONCILIATION OF FUNDS:
Fund balance brought forward

1,472,544

5,834,640

579,628

7,886,812

9,569,367

Net movement in the year

(45,232)

(385,206)

178,362

(252,076)

(1,682,555)

Fund balance carried forward

1,427,312

5,449,434

757,990

7,634,736

7,886,812
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Extracts from the Trustees report and audited
financial statements, year ended 31 March 2018
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
As at 31 March 2018
Note

2018 (£)

2017 (£)

FIXED ASSETS
Tangible fixed assets

13

8,221,833

8,813,343

8,221,833

8,813,343

CURRENT ASSETS
Stock

15

66,523

64,276

Debtors

16

829,236

1,064,524

Cash at bank and in hand

17

2,778,409

2,267,442

3,674,168

3,396,241

(1,717,766)

(1,580,642)

NET CURRENT ASSETS

1,956,402

1,815,599

TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES

10,178,235

10,628,942

(33,500)

(58,130)

10,144,735

10,570,812

(2,510,000)

(2,684,000)

7,634,735

7,886,812

CREDITORS: falling due <1 year

CREDITORS: falling due >1 year

18

19

NET ASSETS EXCLUDING PENSION LIABILITY
Defined benefit pension scheme liability
NET ASSETS
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Note

2018 (£)

2017 (£)

21

1,427,312

1,472,544

(2,510,000)

(2,684,000)

FUNDS

25

Unrestricted Funds
General unrestricted funds
Designated Funds

21

Pension fund
Programme funds

18,500

Restructure fund

12,000

Property fund
Total Designated Funds
Restricted Funds

22

7,928,934

8,518,640

5,449,434

5,834,640

757,990

579,628

7,634,736

7,886,812

› The summary financial information is not the statutory accounts but a summary of information relating to both the Statement of Financial Activities and balance sheet.
› The full accounts of the trust have been subject to audit and that the audit report did not contain any concerns.
› The full accounts can be obtained on our website www.yorkmuseumstrust.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/York-Museums-Trust-Annual-Report-31-March-2018.pdf.
› The annual accounts were approved on 24 July 2018.
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Support York Museums Trust
Our collections are of national and international importance, and our museums
and galleries welcome thousands of visitors each year. York Museums Trust
is a registered charity set up to care for the city’s art and heritage and
develop them for future generations.
Donations, endowments and bequests of any size are welcomed –
any gift makes a difference. For more information, or to make a donation,
please visit: yorkmuseumstrust.org.uk/support-the-trust/donations

York Museums Trust

Discover more at yorkmuseumstrust.org.uk

York Museums Trust is an independent charitable trust which manages York Art Gallery, York Castle Museum, the Yorkshire Museum, York Museum Gardens and York St Mary’s.
Photography by Anthony Chappel-Ross, Mike Cowling, Yorkshire Post (James Hardisty), Gareth Buddho, Red Jester.

Charity number 1092466.

